I N S E R T w o o d f ires

myth busting

carbon neutral
During their lifetime,
trees absorb carbon
dioxide & produce
oxygen.

• perception:

Woodfires are environmentally
damaging.

> reality:
Wood is a carbon neutral fuel and the
world's best sustainable fuel source.
Burning wood efficiently produces
very few harmful emissions.

• perception:

A woodfire is expensive to run.

> reality:
In fact a woodfire is the cheapest
form of heating.

• perception:

Woodfires are not energy efficient.

> reality:
Our new-generation wood burners
are extremely energy efficient.
Most of models are MFE approved
and a number of them meet or
surpass the strict ECan requirements.

NES (National Environment Standards) 1.5gm emissions,
65% efficient as required by MFE (Ministry for Environment)
ECan (Environment Canterbury) require 1.0gm, 65% efficient

1    When burnt as

firewood a tree
releases the same
amount of CO2 as it
has absorbed during
it’s life.

better for
your home,
better for the
environment
Highly efficient Firenzo woodfires
are an excellent environmentallyconscious heating choice.

Thanks to the innovation of our
original designs, the quality of

components and the standard of

assembly, only very minor design
modifications were required to
meet these new standards.
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A tree as a fuel source
in an efficient woodfire
emits no more
CO2 than it would
decomposing in
the forest.

Woodfire facts:
• Wood is a natural, carbon-neutral heat source;
effectively, stored solar energy.
• Burning wood efficiently and cleanly is a great
environmentally aware way to heat your home.
It releases fewer emissions, produces more heat
and uses less fuel than other heating systems.
• The key to low emissions is to burn the wood
completely, meaning the expelled air is carbon dioxide
neutral. Our fires are up to 85% efficient.
• All Firenzo urban wood fire models are fully compliant
with the new National Environmental Standard (NES).

new zealanders
love their firenzos
Many of our customers become 			
life-long Firenzo buyers.

“I love my Firenzo. I’ve tried others 			
and nothing stands the test of time
and generates heat like a Firenzo”

a reputation for quality
Firenzo is proudly family owned and run by
founder Peter Hewitson since 1974.
Firenzo hand-assembled woodfires are renowned
for their excellent design and lasting quality.
Because our fires have always been clean burning
and efficient, they required no significant changes
to meet the stringent new NES regulations.
its simple: an efficient fire not only releases
fewer emissions, it produces more heat.

The Firenzo difference:
• Designs to suit any decor; traditional villa,
deco, or ultra-modern.
• Each fire is wholly New Zealand made,
hand assembled and meticulously checked
before leaving the factory.
• Our fires are built to last using the best
materials with a steel firebox, double lined
with quality fire bricks and ceramic lining.

aaron walker

why choose a firenzo?
• Legendary lasting quality
• Styles to suit any home
• Designed to heat a whole house,
not just a room

• Produces dry, healthy heat
• Unlike a pellet fire, does not need
electricity to run

• The excellent heat-retention properties
of the fully lined firebox ensures your
fire continues to radiate gentle heat

long after the fire itself has burnt out
• All fires utilise the safety features of
Robax™ glass keeping you
warm and safe

• Wholly New Zealand made

styled to suit
your home

choose your firenzo

Unlike many other heating options
such as heat pumps, Firenzo
woodfires have a range of designs
to suit any décor.
You can customise the look further
with optional door styles and
finishes.
Please note: not all of these options are
available on every model, check the
following pages for individual model
options.

contemporary

classical

modern
art deco

traditional

the kompact insert fire
the kompact insert fire has been designed to fit
the common new zealand internal open fire
space, specifically to fit into masonry fireplaces
without having to rearrange hearths, surrounds
and mantels.

A built-in fire canopy is also available for non-masonry installs, making the
Kompact ideal for new homes as well.
With a range of five fascias to choose from, there is a Kompact option for all
decor styles.
The contemporary door and granite ash lip are additions that give extra
elegance to the look of the fire.

kompact diva AG or RU
The Diva fascia has been designed with contemporary style in mind.
For the modern smaller home its sleek design and elegant styling will
enhance your décor.
Give your style a soul with a Kompact Diva fire.

kompact diva features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Silver or
black door

kompact diva ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg

2. Backing plate
option for
built-in fire
canopy
installation

kompact deco AG or RU
Inspired by the Art Deco era, the Deco’s simple geometric styling particularly suits
original Deco houses, but sits equally well in a modern setting.

kompact deco features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Silver or black
door

kompact deco ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg
2. Available with
or without
deco motif in
gold or silver

kompact plaza AG or RU
1000mm or 780mm FaScia

A stunning streamlined design that fits in almost any home and is well suited to today’s
contemporary interiors. With a distinctive tiered fascia radiating warmth, its minimalist
styling will enhance any decor.

kompact plaza features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. 780mm
fascia

kompact plaza ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg
2. Silver or black
door

kompact forte AG or RU
Particularly suited to houses of the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s, the Forte fascia is stunningly
simple yet modern and will enhance almost any style of house. You can tailor the look
with a choice of colour for the feature rails – gold, silver or black.

kompact forte features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

kompact forte ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg
2. Silver or
black door

kompact athena AG or RU
The heavily detailed fascia replicates the craftwork of older homes, particularly the
traditional and much loved New Zealand villa. Athena is a top-of-the-line model with cast
surrounds that exude quality. You have the option of gold, silver or black trim.

kompact athena features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

kompact athena ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg
2. Silver or
black door

kompact serenity AG or RU
A stunning streamlined picture frame-style fascia designed as a four-sided,
free-floating, wall form for the modern home.

kompact serenity features

•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty
• Granite ashlip
• Requires 300mm ash floor protector only

kompact serenity ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 67% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg

kompact serenity ag or ru
heating area

110-180sqm

flue size

150mm

firebox size

height

300mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

options

Silver or black door
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ASH HEARTH

Floor protector requirements: The Serenity requires an ash floor protector to AS/NZS 2918:2001 – ie. a floor protector
consisting of a continuous, durable, non-combustible upper surface. The ash floor protector must be a minimum of
300mm deep from the fire breast and 840mm wide.
The Serenity has been designed for non-masonry installations. Contact Firenzo for applications in a masonry fireplace.
Clearances:
Ash floor protector: The minimum height from the from the fire base (which is the bottom of the metal canopy that
encases the fire) to the ash floor protector is 150mm. This distance can be greater provided the ceiling distance is not
compromised.
Ceiling: The minimum height from the fire base to the ceiling is 1700mm.
Mantel installation: The minimum clearance from the mantel underside to the fire base is 1180mm for a heat sensitive
mantel that is no greater than 200mm deep and has a Hewitson mantel heat deflector fitted.
Side pillar clearances: The minimum clearance from the side of the fascia to any heat sensitive material is 5mm. The pillar
must not protrude more than 150mm.

kompact insert fires

dimensions and specifications

properties under 2 hectares (ag), properties over 2 hectares (ru)

kompact athena ag or ru
heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

kompact forte ag or ru
405
90

705

kompact deco ag or ru
heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

firebox size height
width
depth

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

300mm

firebox size height

300mm

420mm

width

420mm

370mm

depth

370mm

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

90

kompact plaza ag or ru
heating area

kompact diva ag or ru

405

405

With backing plate for in-built
(zero box) install.

680

760

*Estimated for a fully insulated house with a 2.4m stud, situated in average climatic conditions

117

830

655

90

780

405

90

kompact plaza ag or ru
405

1000mm Fascia

90

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size 		

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

1000

405

90

A built-in-fire canopy, also known as
a zero clearance box, is required if the
fire is not being installed into a

floor protector dimensions

for kompact fire (excluding serenity) being installed in existing masonry fireplace

masonry fireplace.
SOLID CONCRETE
FLOOR PROTECTOR

Refer to the owner’s manual for

300

complete installation instructions

IN A MASONRY FIREPLACE

and ensure compliance with building
codes and regulations.

Dimensions based on 30mm floor protector height.

Heat sensitive floor requires insulated floor protector.

820

376
INSULATED
FLOOR PROTECTOR

minimum distance to combustible mantel shelf from floor protector
unprotected

with firenzo
kompact deflector

Kompact Diva

975mm

N/A

Kompact Forte

975mm

915mm

Kompact Athena

1100mm

915mm

Kompact Deco

1225mm

915mm

Kompact Plaza

1225mm

915mm

side pillar clearance
Minimum clearance from fascia side to any heat sensitive material is 5mm providing material
does not protrude more than 150mm.

built-in fire canopy dimensions

A built-in-fire canopy, also known as
a zero clearance box, is required if

for all kompact fires, ag or ru

580

the fire is not being installed into a
masonry fireplace.

760
180

Refer to the owner’s manual for

For installation in new homes or where there is no
existing fireplace.

414

complete installation instructions
and ensure compliance with building

30mm clearance sides and back to combustible surfaces.
700
660

codes and regulations.

For framework details see installation guide.

40

floor protector and mantel clearances

for kompact fires (excluding serenity) being installed in built-in fire canopy
minimum from floor protector to combustible mantel no
greater than 200mm deep
BUILT-IN
FIRE CANOPY
760

840

580
500*
USING BUILT-IN
FIRE CANOPY

*Dimensions based on a 40mm insulated floor protector height

unprotected

with firenzo deflector

Kompact Diva

1180mm

N/A

Kompact Athena

1180mm

N/A

Kompact Forte

Not approved

1180mm

Kompact Deco

Not approved

1180mm

Kompact Plaza

Not approved

1180mm

minimum from floor protector to non-combustible mantel no
greater than 200mm deep
All Kompact Fires
(excluding Serenity)

1180mm

N/A

first

new zealand’s

wetback
environmentally approved

insert fire

firenzo has the aqualux – new zealand’s first
environmentally approved insert woodfire
with a wetback.
Leading edge design and engineering

Firenzo’s unique Spirex™ Wetback

performance of a Firenzo insert with a

your cylinder without sacrificing the

now enables you to enjoy the superior
3kw* wetback.

Feel the glow from the fire and your

one great wetback
fire, two fascias
to choose from
The traditional style of the Athena,
or the classical look of the Forte.

wallet, made possible from the power
savings this fire enables from
hot water generation.

You have the option of two fascias.

Choose from the traditional style of

the Athena, or the classical look of the
Forte – both have the same
firebox engineering.

The Skamol™ lined firebox used

in the AQUALUX fires dramatically

increases combustion temperatures
ensuring you achieve maximum

efficiency from the wood you are
burning. It is used extensively by

European manufacturers because
of its performance, durability and

environmentally sound characteristics.

offers 3kw* of hot water delivered to
fire’s room heating performance.
*In-house testing independently verified.

athena aqualux AG or RU
Wetback

athena aqualux features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

athena aqualux ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 66% efficiency
• Rated emissions 1g/kg

2. Gold, silver
or black door

forte aqualux AG or RU
wetback

forte aqualux features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

forte aqualux ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 66% efficiency
• Rated emissions 1g/kg

2. Gold, silver
or black door

forte bay AG or RU
Particularly suited to houses of the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s, the clean streamlined look of the
Forte is enhanced with the wide-view bay door for maximum viewing of the fire as well
as maximum warmth and atmosphere.

forte bay features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

forte bay ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 74% efficiency
• Rated emissions 1g/kg
2. Gold, silver
or black door

forte flush AG 08 or RU
Like the “Bay” model, the Forte Flush is a stunningly simple yet modern fire that will
enhance almost any style of house. It has a cast iron door and you can tailor the look
with a choice of colour for the feature rails and bolts – gold, silver or black.

forte flush features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rails

forte flush ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 69% efficiency
• Rated emissions 1g/kg

athena bay AG or RU
Like the Athena Flush, the “Bay” has solid cast surrounds that exude quality. The wide-view
bay door allows maximum viewing of the fire itself, radiating warmth to the largest of
rooms. Door and trims are available in your choice of gold, silver or black.

athena bay features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rail

athena bay ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 74% efficiency
• Rated emissions 1g/kg
2. Gold, silver
or black door

athena flush AG 08 or RU
The heavily detailed fascia replicates the craftwork of older homes, particularly the
traditional and much loved New Zealand villa. Athena is our top-of-the-line model with
cast surrounds and cast iron door. You have the option of gold, silver or black trim.

athena flush features
•	Suitable for homes
110 - 180 square metres
• 10 year warranty

options

1. Gold, silver
or black rail
and nuts

athena flush ag features
• ECan and MFE approved
• Rated 69% efficiency
• Rated emissions 0.9g/kg

insert fires

dimensions and specifications

properties under 2 hectares (ag), properties over 2 hectares (ru)

athena aqualux ag or ru

forte aqualux ag or ru

heating area

110-180sqm*

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size

150mm

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

width

420mm

depth

470mm

depth

470mm

705

FR

athena bay ag or ru

forte bay ag or ru

heating area

110-180sqm*

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size

150mm

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

width

420mm

depth

470mm

depth

470mm

705

athena flush ag 08 or ru

forte flush ag 08 or ru

heating area

110-180sqm*

heating area

110-180sqm*

flue size

150mm

flue size

150mm

firebox size height

300mm

firebox size height

300mm

width

420mm

width

420mm

depth

370mm

depth

370mm

*Estimated for a fully insulated house with a 2.4m stud, situated in average climatic conditions

705

FR

floor protector dimensions

The product dimensions and

for insert fires being installed in existing masonry fireplaces

specifications in this brochure apply
at the date of print. Under our policy
of continuous product improvement,

athena aqualux ag or forte aqualux ag or ru

Minimum Height above Fascia to Unprotected Mantel Shelf - 400mm.

Hewitsons reserves the right to alter

Dimensions based on 40mm insulated floor protector height.

specifications or product from
that shown.

IN A MASONRY FIREPLACE

Refer to the owner’s manual for
complete installation instructions
and ensure compliance with building
codes and regulations.

athena or forte bay ag or ru

athena or forte flush ag 08 or ru

Dimensions based on 40mm insulated floor protector height.

Dimensions based on 40mm insulated floor protector height.

Minimum Height above Fascia to Unprotected Mantel Shelf - 300mm.

Minimum Height above Fascia to Unprotected Mantel Shelf - 215mm.

IN A MASONRY FIREPLACE

IN A MASONRY FIREPLACE

362

A built-in-fire canopy, also known as
a zero clearance box, is required if the
fire is not being installed into a

built-in fire canopy dimensions

for athena aqualux, forte aqualux, athena bay, forte bay, athena flush, forte flush

masonry fireplace.
580

760
180

Refer to the owner’s manual for
complete installation instructions

For installation in new homes or where there is no
existing fireplace.

394

and ensure compliance with building

30mm clearance sides and back to combustible surfaces.

codes and regulations.

700
660

For framework details see installation guide.

40

floor protector and mantel clearances
for inserts being installed in built-in fire canopy

Athena Bay AG or RU

BUILT-IN
FIRE CANOPY

Athena Flush AG
760

Athena Aqualux AG or RU
- Minimum from fascia to combustible or non-combustible mantel:
500mm
Forte Bay AG or RU

580
500*
USING BUILT-IN
FIRE CANOPY

*Dimensions based on a 40mm insulated floor protector height

Forte Flush AG
Forte Aqualux AG or RU
- Can NOT have a combustible mantel
- Minimum from fascia to non-combustible mantel:
500mm

testimonials

glowing feedback
Why these New Zealanders
love their Firenzos.

“Great fire. Made a huge difference in a big villa.”
b n, paeroa

“Perfect, brilliant design, excellent fire”
g and l i, morrinsville

“Am very pleased with ease of lighting, fuel
consumption and heat output. Very efficient wetback.
Well done.”
p c, hastings

“Very pleased with this wood fire, needs very little
wood. Classic design”
w.v l, takanini

“Very happy with performance”
o.r k, hawke’s bay
“We have found that we are getting a good heat
without loading up the fire box”
k.w & f.l s, christchurch
“My job is a Building Control Officer for Council and
I have inspected many makes of fires, and have found
these to be the best on the market today”
s f, marton
“Stunning. We love the fireplace now. It has made our
house become truely a home!! Thank you”
t c, auckland
“Wow! What a difference. The fire warms the house
very well”
a o & h b, napier
“The heater is a high quality product”
g.f d, dunedin

“It’s just great - really enjoying the extra warmth”
a d, napier
“It looks striking and the subject of much
favourable comment and it burns well!”
r & p k, nelson
“Very pleased with the heat output and efficiency.
We would recommend a Firenzo to others”
r & h h, papatoetoe
“Works great. Design is fantastic with large door
and room for big logs”
m d, drury
“It’s absolutely wonderful (after using a gas fire
for years)”
h.g m, ashurst
“I’m impressed with the quality of the product”
t. r s, taumarunui

firenzo warranties
Firenzo Woodfires’ Warranties as at 29th May 2015
Hewitsons Limited (company number 569753) with a specified address of 98 Niven Street, Onekawa, Napier and trading as
Firenzo Woodfires (Firenzo) gives:
• a ten (10) year warranty but ONLY for the steel firebox, fascias and cast iron components of all Firenzo wood fires except for the
Firenzo Coaster wood fire;
• a five (5) year warranty but ONLY for the steel firebox and cast iron components of the Firenzo Coaster wood fire;
• a one (1) year warranty for all other parts and finishes of a Firenzo wood fire including its refractory linings, glass, air supply
components, wetback, seals, tapes, extrusions and the coaster cast iron fence and grate.
The warranty periods commence on the original date of sale of the relevant Firenzo wood fire to a consumer.
The warranties are given in respect of any defects in the specified Firenzo materials and workmanship that render the components
unfit for normal domestic use.

hewt9029 INsert JULY 2015

For the full Warranties Statement refer to the Installation & Operators Instructions that come with the wood fire or visit the
Firenzo website at www.firenzo.co.nz

another great reason to choose firenzo

firenzo fires are manufactured by hewitsons ltd
Phone 06 843 8260 • Fax 06 843 0505 • 98 Niven Street • Onekawa • Napier 4110
PO Box 3231 • HB Mail Centre • Napier 4142 • hothouse@firenzo.co.nz • www.firenzo.co.nz

